EXAMPLE - LOW RESISTIVITY PAY
Bridwell #1 Manning 26-7
DISCOVERY - NORPHLET
SOUTH OLLIE FIELD
Section 26, T6N-R7E; Monroe County, Alabama

Perf: 12,155'-12,161'
IPF: 249 BOPD, 426 MCFGPD, No Water
FTP 1138 psi, 12/64" Ck, 47.2° Gr

CUMULATIVE PRODUCTION:
27,053 BO + 34,527 MCF GAS +14,037 BW
(SMALL RESERVOIR);
PRODUCTION PEAKED AT
144 BOPD + 245 MCFGPD + 12 BWPD
IN NOVEMBER 1996
NEVER PRODUCED
MORE THAN 16 BWPD
SI 3-2000; P&A 10-2003